Zebrafish phenotypic screens for drug development
Zebrafish are becoming an increasingly popular vertebrate model for drug discovery, owing to their many advantages over traditional model systems, including very rapid breeding and colony expansion, genetics, and in the case of larvae, which are transparent, imaging technologies. A recent study published in Disease Models and Mechanisms demonstrates the power of applying phenotypic screens in mutant zebrafish for finding potential drug targets (Dis. Model Mech. 10, 337-348; 2017) .
Using a hypomorphic mutant fn40a, the researchers found several phenotypes matching symptoms of hemorrhagic stroke, including blood vessel rupture and inflammation. A smallmolecule screen using mutant embryos revealed the anti-fungal drug miconazole as a potent hemorrhagic suppressor. The team further validated miconazole's ability to protect vessels from rupture using a rat model, revealing a mechanism based on matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) and pErk.
To each their own: using worms to account for differences in host microbial communities
The organisms making up an individual's microbiome can differ significantly from person to person. Understanding the factors that account for these differences is difficult, given the large number of variables that must be accounted for. Using C. elegans as a model platform, Nicole Vega and Jeff Gore from the Physics of Livings Systems group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology now provide evidence that host microbial communities are stochastically driven, and can account for a significant amount of interworm heterogeneity (PLoS Biol. 15, e2000633; 2017) .
Using a combination of fluorescent imaging of distinct and neutrally competing microbial strains and mathematical modeling, the team shows that noise randomness play key factors in establishing different levels of microbial communities across worms, and also highlight the importance of simple and tractable systems, like C. elegans, for studying the complexity of the microbiome. used in apiculture to reduce infections of larval bees, can impact the gut microbiome of bees and reduce survivorship (PLoS Biol. 15, e2001861; 2017) .
Their results show that antibiotics cause significant disruptions to the structure of microbial communities in the honeybee gut, and that survival levels in the hive decrease, owing to increased susceptibility to infections with opportunistic pathogens.
Nothing but NET
Measuring individual neurons in the brain often involves implanting an electrode, but stiff and bulky devices can cause unintended damage and have limited lifespans. Consequently, there's an ever present push to shrink brain electrodes and improve their biocompatibility. Researchers at the University of Texas at Austin present their latest advance in Science Advances (3, e1601966; 2017) .
Termed nanoelectric threads, or NETs, the probes were developed to be ultraflexible and just a micrometer thick, making them no larger than a capillary. When tested in mice, the NET probes stably recorded neuronal activity for the duration of the four month study period, without causing scarring or other permanent damage to the surrounding brain tissue.
Postnatal tracking of prenatal stress
Prenatal stressors can have lasting consequences. Some neurons in the developing embryo may be killed outright, but others are merely damaged, leaving the individual susceptible to neurological diseases later in life. However, damaged neurons are hard to distinguish from those that escaped harm. To tell those neurons apart, and track damaged ones over time, researchers have devised a new fluorescent reporter system (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 114, 2367-2372; 2017) .
The team took advantage of heat shock protein pathways, which are activated by cellular stress. They created transgenic mice that paired expression of Heat Shock Factor 1 with a red fluorescent protein. After exposing pregnant dams to stressors such as alcohol, embryonic neurons that had been damaged in utero could be visualized in surviving pups after they were born.
Telomere too long? TZAP it!
Telomeres are repetitive nucleotide sequences that cap the ends of chromosomes, and their length is thought to be tied to ailments like premature aging and cancer. The enzyme telomerase has long been known to keep telomeres from becoming too short, but a newly described protein, called telomeric zinc finger-associated protein-TZAP for short-solves the opposite problem: telomeres becoming too long (Science 355, 638-641; 2017) . TZAP was shown to bind directly to telomeres and respond to the density of a protein complex called shelterin. Shelterin complexes help protect telomeres from damage, but do not increase as telomeres lengthen. When telomeres get too long, shelterin density decreases and TZAP steps in to activate pathways that trim the caps back down to size.
Masculinization in fish-dense tanks
Mammalian embryos are either male or female. With fish, it can be less straightforward, as environmental factors can influence sex in developing larvae. One variable that can skew sex determination is rearing density, a consideration yet to be clearly established for a laboratory favorite, the zebrafish. A new paper investigates (J. Exp. Biol. 220, 1056 Biol. 220, -1064 2017) .
The researchers observed AB zebrafish reared at four different densities for 90 days postfertilization. Fish raised at the highest density (74 per liter) had the lowest survival and growth and largest male skew. Suspecting that sharing a tank with too many conspecifics was proving stressful, they dosed low density tanks with cortisol. Those that received the stress steroid became completely male. To avoid unwanted masculinization, the researchers suggest a density of 13-20 fish per liter, at least for this particular strain.
